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Enviro Span may be installed on concrete footings in several different and equally effective ways as
follows:
1. Conventional grade beam foundation
Galvanized steel (CSP) arches currently use conventional (flat surfaced) grade beams as the
foundation of choice for permanent installations. A grade beam is defined as “a reinforced
concrete beam placed directly on the ground to provide the foundation for any superstructure
(arch culvert in this case)”. With such a grade beam, a uniform prepared bearing surface is
required. For steel arches (with their limited elasticity), uniform elevation, grade and
alignment must be maintained absolutely in order to prevent structural failure. This is much
less critical, and even largely unnecessary for Enviro Span, with its high elasticity (see number
4 below). However, Enviro Span will function exceptionally well using a conventional grade
beam installation as required.
For Enviro Span, a grade beam may be precast or poured on site depending upon accessibility
and/or preference. As with a steel arch culvert installation, a flat surfaced grade beam simply
requires anchor bolts placed at measured intervals in the concrete to allow for bolting the
Enviro Span modules to the foundation. No other parts are required. Bolt spacing is provided
in the attached diagram and it is recommended to use 12.5mm diameter (½ inch) by 100mm
long (4 inch) anchor bolts.
To install Enviro Span on the grade beam, simply drill a bolt hole in the bottom dead center of
each corner rib base (see diagram) to accept a 12.5mm (½ inch) diameter bolt. Then fit the
Enviro Span module over the anchor bolts on the grade beam and bolt them down. Enviro
Span drills easily and quickly with a standard steel drill bit.
This will provide you with a very conventional installation that looks much like one that would
be used for a standard CSP arch and may be buried and armoured in relation to the stream bed
and scour line as determined by the engineer on site.
2. Pre-Cast, Half Cylinder Top, grade beam foundation
Since Enviro Span is designed to be installed without the need for fasteners, one may take
advantage of this feature by utilizing a precast, half cylinder topped, grade beam. By using a
grade beam with the half cylinder top shape, you can install Enviro Span by simply placing the

modules on top of the grade beams and using only the Enviro Span connectors for a very quick
assembly (just minutes to assemble a full crossing). See attached diagram.
The advantage of using this system is that in the event of a severe flood and complete washout
of the critical fill prism, Enviro Span (unbolted), will simply wash out undamaged and may be
gathered up and re-used to re-build the crossing.
As with the conventional grade beam, all other aspects of the installation remain the same (i.e.
fill specs and compacting, depth of burial, armouring, etc...).
3. Concrete Filled Steel Pipe grade beam foundation
A third option would be to use a 12” diameter steel pipe filled with concrete and laid on a
uniform prepared bearing surface as with a conventional grade beam. See attached diagram.
Concrete filled pipe is a well-known and widely used structural component.
The advantage of this system is that one can utilize all of the advantages of Enviro Span’s
quick and effective installation design while still having a reinforced concrete grade beam.
There are no bolts or other fasteners required and the modules can be placed quickly upon the
foundation, by hand, in a matter of minutes.
As with the conventional grade beam, all other aspects of the installation remain the same (i.e.
fill specs and compacting, depth of burial, armouring, etc...)
4. A Further Note Regarding Installation of Enviro Span
The above options will provide for an installation that mimics the installation of a conventional
CSP arch and performs as well or better when under use. However, the necessity of using such
methods with Enviro Span would only be to meet specific, regulatory requirements. Due to
both the material elasticity and the design of the connecting system of Enviro Span, it has a
powerful ability to “adapt” to changes in the grade and alignment of a foundation. Because of
this, Enviro Span may be installed in a permanent setting by utilizing more elastic, “compliant”
footing materials (e.g. steel pipe or heavy or double walled plastic pipe). In temporary
installations, log footings are very appropriate and Enviro Span is designed to take advantage
of the availability and low cost of such materials. Log footings, in combination with Enviro
Span, will adapt to changes over time caused by shifting fills that are inevitable in some soil
types or slopes.
For these reasons, it is recommended that the use of more elastic footings be considered for
long term installations when using Enviro Span as it would utilize the full potential of the
composite arch to provide a more durable and long lived crossing than conventional systems.
Using conventional grade beams, Enviro Span can outlive other crossing types simply because

of the long lifespan of the material. However, with the additional ability to adapt to change in
the fill over time, a flexible Enviro Span installation has the potential to outlive conventional
crossings by many more years

Note: The ability of flexible pipes to adapt to non-uniform compaction, non-uniform fill
materials, or shifting of fill, is a well-known phenomenon and is the result of a composite soilpipe interaction. Rigid materials do not have the capacity to form this interaction.
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The accuracy or applicability of all information contained herein is intended as a guide and is not guaranteed. Enviro Span
assumes no obligation or liability for this information. All statements may be considered as recommendations but not as
warranty. Users of our products should perform their own tests to determine the suitability for their particular purposes.
Under no circumstances shall Enviro Span be responsible for any damages , and in no event shall it be liable for
consequential damages. Buyer acknowledges and agrees that the buyer or its customers are responsible for the location in
which Envirospan is installed and the buyers or its customer are responsible to insure that the goods are installed and
maintained in accordance with all site conditions, local codes. permitting requirements. specifications, guidelines
recommendations and all other applicable laws including backfill, overfill and compaction.

